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DES IG N  G U IDE  
 

This PowerPoint 2007 template produces a 36”x48” 

presentation poster. You can use it to create your research 

poster and save valuable time placing titles, subtitles, text, 

and graphics.  

 

We provide a series of online tutorials that will guide you 

through the poster design process and answer your poster 

production questions. To view our template tutorials, go online 

to PosterPresentations.com and click on HELP DESK. 

 

When you are ready to print your poster, go online to 

PosterPresentations.com 

 

Need assistance? Call us at 1.510.649.3001 

 
 

QU ICK  START  
 

Zoom in and out 
 As you work on your poster zoom in and out to the level 

that is more comfortable to you.  

 Go to VIEW > ZOOM. 

 

Title, Authors, and Affiliations 
Start designing your poster by adding the title, the names of the authors, 

and the affiliated institutions. You can type or paste text into the 

provided boxes. The template will automatically adjust the size of your 

text to fit the title box. You can manually override this feature and 

change the size of your text.  

 

TIP: The font size of your title should be bigger than your name(s) and 

institution name(s). 

 

 

 

 

Adding Logos / Seals 
Most often, logos are added on each side of the title. You can insert a 

logo by dragging and dropping it from your desktop, copy and paste or by 

going to INSERT > PICTURES. Logos taken from web sites are likely to be 

low quality when printed. Zoom it at 100% to see what the logo will look 

like on the final poster and make any necessary adjustments.   

 

TIP:  See if your school’s logo is available on our free poster templates 

page. 

 

Photographs / Graphics 
You can add images by dragging and dropping from your desktop, copy 

and paste, or by going to INSERT > PICTURES. Resize images 

proportionally by holding down the SHIFT key and dragging one of the 

corner handles. For a professional-looking poster, do not distort your 

images by enlarging them disproportionally. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image Quality Check 
Zoom in and look at your images at 100% magnification. If they look good 

they will print well.  
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QU ICK  START ( con t . )  
 

How to change the template color theme 
You can easily change the color theme of your poster by going to the 

DESIGN menu, click on COLORS, and choose the color theme of your 

choice. You can also create your own color theme. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You can also manually change the color of your background by going to 

VIEW > SLIDE MASTER.  After you finish working on the master be sure to 

go to VIEW > NORMAL to continue working on your poster. 

 

How to add Text 
The template comes with a number of pre-

formatted placeholders for headers and text 

blocks. You can add more blocks by copying and 

pasting the existing ones or by adding a text box 

from the HOME menu.  

 

 Text size 
Adjust the size of your text based on how much content you have to 

present. The default template text offers a good starting point. Follow 

the conference requirements. 

 

How to add Tables 
To add a table from scratch go to the INSERT menu and  

click on TABLE. A drop-down box will help you select rows 

and columns.  

You can also copy and a paste a table from Word or another PowerPoint 

document. A pasted table may need to be re-formatted by RIGHT-CLICK > 

FORMAT SHAPE, TEXT BOX, Margins. 

 

Graphs / Charts 
You can simply copy and paste charts and graphs from Excel or Word. 

Some reformatting may be required depending on how the original 

document has been created. 

 

How to change the column configuration 
RIGHT-CLICK on the poster background and select LAYOUT to see the 

column options available for this template. The poster columns can also 

be customized on the Master. VIEW > MASTER. 

 

How to remove the info bars 
If you are working in PowerPoint for Windows and have finished your 

poster, save as PDF and the bars will not be included. You can also delete 

them by going to VIEW > MASTER. On the Mac adjust the Page-Setup to 

match the Page-Setup in PowerPoint before you create a PDF. You can 

also delete them from the Slide Master. 

 

Save your work 
Save your template as a PowerPoint document. For printing, save as 

PowerPoint or “Print-quality” PDF. 

 

Print your poster 
When you are ready to have your poster printed go online to 

PosterPresentations.com and click on the “Order Your Poster” button. 

Choose the poster type the best suits your needs and submit your order. 

If you submit a PowerPoint document you will be receiving a PDF proof 

for your approval prior to printing. If your order is placed and paid for 

before noon, Pacific, Monday through Friday, your order will ship out that 

same day. Next day, Second day, Third day, and Free Ground services are 

offered. Go to PosterPresentations.com for more information. 

 

Student discounts are available on our Facebook page. 

Go to PosterPresentations.com and click on the FB icon.  
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Background 

The nomological net of normal personality constructs, creativity relevant 

personality constructs, intelligence, and creative potential/divergent 

thinking has not hitherto been studied. Investigations of the relationships 

among such variables may benefit our understanding of these variables’ 

construct validity. 

 

Objective 

The aim of the study was to investigate the number of factors and the 

pattern of factor loadings for the included variables. 

 

Methods 

There were two studies. One had 959 participants (based on listwise 

deletion). The second sample had an effective sample size of  359 

participants (also based on listwise deletion). Samples mainly included 

young males applying for officer training in the military.  Age was not 

registered, but was assumed to be around 20.  

 

Measures 

The NEO PI-R (Costa & McRae, 1992) was included to assess normal 

personality traits.  

 

The CPP (Martinsen, 2011) was included to assess creativity relevant 

personality traits- 

 

Five measures of intelligence: Raven, Vocabulary, Number series, 

Spatial/Mechanical, and General ability were also included in both 

studies.  

 

Two divergent thinking tasks were included in Study one to assess fluency, 

originality, and flexibility.  

 

Results  

In study one, nine factors fitted the data well. The intelligence tests defined 

one factor, divergent thinking another, while the seven remaining factors 

included personality constructs.  

 

In Study two eight factors (but then without divergent thinking included) 

fitted the data well. The same pattern of factors and loadings was present 

also here, but without the divergent thinking factor. 

 

Results showed that the anticipated pattern of factor loadings for the 30 

NEO facets and the 27 CPP factors differed somewhat from theoretically 

based expectations. 5 of the CPP factors overlapped with the five-factor 

model, while Motivation and need for Originality made up distinct factors. 

The CPP factor flexibility merged with Openness, leaving the CPP with six 

factors rather than the 7 original.  

 

Surprisingly, divergent thinking component did not correlate with any of 

the other components, while intelligence correlated with openness in both 

samples. 

 

The pattern of loadings for the two personality tests and intelligence was 

comparable across samples. 

 

Conclusion 

The nomological net of personality, creative personality, divergent 

thinking, and intelligence constructs seemed to be well explained by nine 

factors, as could be expected by theory. The pattern of factor loadings, 

however, showed a somewhat different pattern than what could be 

expected by theory. 

 

Study 1. PC analysis 

Øyvind L. Martinsen  & Adrian Furnham. Norwegian Business School 

The nomological net of personality constructs, creative personality constructs, intelligence, and creative potential. 

Final set of constructs 

Study 2: Replication 

  N A Mot O E C Int DivThink NeedOrig 

DivThink Orig                ,906   

DivThink Flex               ,914   

DivThink Freq                ,967   

Gen ability             ,849     

Raven             ,731     

Number series             ,759     

Spatial             ,571     

Vocabulary             ,687     

Impersonal or ,398   -,606             

Confidence ,422   -,446             

Neuroticism ,737                 

MoodSwings ,561                 

nRecogn         ,625         

Exhibitionism         ,758         

nPower     ,489   ,391         

Extraversion         ,665         

Boundaries ,300     ,683           

Fantasy       ,790           

Playfullness       ,687           

Absorption       ,720           

PrefComplex       ,581           

Friendly   ,687               

Considerate ,340 ,669 ,301             

Problfind(R)   -,636               

Autonomy     ,565             

nAch     ,748             

Novelty seeking     ,634 ,323           

Goal oriented     ,682             

Persistence     ,754             

Rule orient                 ,790 

Rigidity           -,325     ,463 

OppConvent                 ,645 

Reorganizing       ,457           

TolAmb           -,384       

Adaptive       ,347         -,302 

n1 ,808                 

n2 ,667                 

n3 ,819                 

n4 ,774                 

n5 ,367       ,438 -,514       

n6 ,610                 

e1   ,631     ,339         

e2   ,508     ,523         

e3         ,364         

e4     ,347   ,392         

e5         ,513         

e6   ,438     ,404         

o1       ,674           

o2       ,649           

o3 ,358 ,353   ,345           

o4     ,386           ,394 

o5     ,308 ,520           

o6                   

a1   ,701               

a2   ,640               

a3   ,674               

a4   ,486     -,318         

a5   ,479     -,511         

a6   ,655               

c1           ,494       

c2           ,625       

c3           ,560       

c4     ,421     ,487       

c5     ,305     ,522       

c6           ,717       

  N A Mot O E C Int DivThink NeedOrig 

N 1,000                 

A -,345 1,000               

Mot -,467 ,329 1,000             

O ,048 ,207 ,180 1,000           

E -,042 ,005 ,260 ,269 1,000         

C -,219 ,162 ,315 ,035 ,088 1,000       

Int -,078 -,133 ,066 ,163 -,063 -,053 1,000     

DivThink -,018 ,016 ,038 ,001 ,043 -,004 -,018 1,000   

NeedOrig ,092 -,053 -,073 ,199 ,107 ,015 -,023 ,022 1,000 

Factor correlations 

PC analysis with promax rotation. Nine components explained 57.4%. 

  N O Mot A C E Int nOrig 

Raven             ,719   

Number ser             ,749   

Spatial             ,612   

Vocabulary             ,631   

General ability             ,821   

Impersonal or ,311   -,644           

Confidence ,472   -,359           

Neuroticism ,795               

Mood Swings ,578   -,305           

nRecogn           ,518     

Exhitionism           ,750     

nPower     ,586           

Extraversion           ,688     

Boundaries ,379 ,614             

Fantasy   ,787             

Playfullness   ,767             

Absorption ,301 ,620             

Friendlyness       ,708         

Consideration ,348     ,668         

ProblFinding       ,701 -,335       

Autonomy     ,495           

nAch     ,736           

Novelty seeking   ,424 ,630           

Goal oriented     ,602           

Persistence     ,762           

Rule oriented               ,761 

PrefComplex   ,554 ,313         ,328 

Rigidity               ,592 

OppConvent               ,596 

Reorganising   ,361             

TolAmb   ,325       -,322     

Adaptive   ,365           -,312 

n1 ,873               

n2 ,719               

n3 ,792               

n4 ,686               

n5 ,386       -,511 ,494     

n6 ,560       -,356       

e1       ,411   ,486     

e2           ,581     

e3     ,300     ,336     

e4     ,391     ,427     

e5   ,333       ,394     

e6           ,531     

o1   ,719             

o2   ,685             

o3 ,353 ,371       ,400     

o4   ,312 ,389           

o5   ,622             

o6                 

a1       ,641         

a2       ,694         

a3       ,547 ,393       

a4       ,597   -,341     

a5       ,477   -,323     

a6       ,586         

c1         ,608       

c2         ,594     -,356 

c3         ,666       

c4     ,358   ,626       

c5         ,662       

c6         ,756       

Study 2. PC analysis 

PC analysis with promax rotation. Eight components explained 56.3%. 

  N O Mot A C E Int nOrig 

N 1,000               

O ,082 1,000             

Mot -,449 ,156 1,000           

A -,220 ,139 ,184 1,000         

C -,352 ,031 ,410 ,208 1,000       

E -,096 ,230 ,300 ,076 ,188 1,000     

Int ,007 ,230 -,014 -,088 -,052 -,145 1,000   

nOrig -,012 ,209 ,020 ,042 ,045 ,094 -,003 1,000 

Factor correlations 
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